APPENDIX - IV
ATTITUDE TOWARDS MULTI-MEDIA APPROACH

Name: ____________________________
Roll No.: ___________
Class: ___________ Date: _______

The following is a list of 22 statements expressing various levels of attitude towards the way through which you have learnt English Grammar. The way you have studied grammar is called Multimedia approach because it is composed of a number of methods or media like programmed learning material, tables, charts, exercises etc. We want to know what you feel about this approach of learning English grammar. Please read each statement carefully and then,

(i) put a tick ( ) in the blank provided after each if you agree with the statement.
(ii) put a cross ( X ) in the blank provided after each if you do not agree with the statement.

This is not an examination. There are no right or wrong answers to these statements. This is simply a study of student's attitudes towards the multimedia approach, the approach through which you have learnt English Grammar.

People differ in their opinions about this. Therefore, please, indicate your own attitude:

(1) I feel I would have done better in my earlier examinations if I had learnt through multimedia approach. ( )
(2) I would like to learn some other subjects also through multimedia approach. ( )
(3) Like any other approach to instruction, multimedia approach also has some good as well as bad points. ( )
(4) Multimedia approach is all right for learning certain subjects ( )
(5) Multimedia approach is the best solution for all problems usually met with in class room teaching. ( )
(6) I do not like to learn through multimedia approach. ( )
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(7) It takes very long to cover every topic through multimedia of teaching.

(8) Multimedia may be a good approach to teaching but I do not think we can afford it as it involves much resources (Manpower and expenditure).

(9) I think most students would like to be taught all the courses (subjects) through multimedia approach.

(10) There are several good ways of teaching; multimedia approach is just one of them.

(11) Multimedia approach to teaching is quite interesting as it consists of different methods and media.

(12) I don't have much faith in multimedia approach to teaching as its quality mainly depends upon the teacher who develops it.

(13) Without great efforts from the part of a teacher it may not be possible to utilize effectively a well developed multimedia approach to teaching a given subject.

(14) Learning through multimedia approach is very tiresome for the learner as it demands great efforts on his parts.

(15) Multimedia approach is the best available approach to teaching.

(16) Due to elaborate efforts needed for development, multimedia approach may not gain much popularity.

(17) If I were a teacher I would prefer teaching through multimedia approach to the lecture method of teaching.

(18) I do not mind learning through any approach including the multimedia approach.

(19) I would not like to waste my precious time to learn another subject through multimedia approach.

(20) Any teacher can effectively teach through multimedia approach if proper training is provided to him on the approach.
(21) I would have scored better marks if I was taught through a single method and not through the multimedia approach.

(22) If you don't want bore me up, don't teach me through multimedia at all.